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Mission of National Institute of
Standards and Technology (NIST)
 NIST's mission is to promote U.S. innovation and

industrial competitiveness by advancing
measurement science, standards, and technology in
ways that enhance economic security and improve
our quality of life.
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About NIST/ITL/IAD
 Information Access Division (IAD) measures and

evaluates technologies for information processing
 Started in the 1980’s measuring speech-to-text, info
retrieval
 Metrics and evaluations for tasks using speech, text,
image, video, and multimodal data:






TREC & TAC
TRECVID
OpenMT, OpenKWS, OpenHART,
Speaker and Language Recognition (SRE, LRE)
Video Analytics
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About NIST/ITL/IAD
 Information Access Division (IAD) measures and

evaluates technologies for information processing
 Started in the 1980’s measuring speech-to-text, info
retrieval
 Metrics and evaluations for tasks using speech, text,
image, video, and multimodal data:







TREC & TAC
TRECVID
OpenMT, OpenKWS, OpenHART,
Speaker and Language Recognition (SRE, LRE)
Video Analytics
New Data Science Evaluation (DSE) Series
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Roadmap
• Motivation: Leveraging Cross-Field Methodologies
• Evaluation-driven research (EDR)

• What is enriched EDR?
• Foundational Elements of Enriched EDR

• Case Study
• Conclusion

Motivation
 Prior evaluation methodologies focus on teamwork
and independent data-science problems within fields.
 Enriched evaluation-driven research (EDR) supports

methodologies and solutions to data-science problems
across multiple disciplines and domains.
 Why needed?
 Avoid reinventing the wheel.
 Develop domain-independent solutions.
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What is Evaluation-Driven
Research? (EDR)
NIST

Analysis and
workshop

Planning

Researchers:
Core technology
development

Data

Performance
assessment
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What is Enriched EDR?
 Enriched EDR is achieved when a solution in

an existing field is applied successfully in a
new field for which such a solution had not
been previously imagined.
 Corollary: Leveraging the breadth of
disciplines investigated by data scientists
provides the basis for strengthening EDR to
the advantage of each of the individual fields.
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Foundational Elements of
Enriched EDR
 Generalization of techniques and algorithms across
data-science domains.
 Series of tasks for testing data-science approaches.
 Cross-domain generalizability of methods and metrics.
 Consideration of common ground-truth issues.
 Handling of data uncertainty.
 Framework for sharing cross-discipline solutions.
 Synergies yielding diverse solutions within a given field.
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Generalization of techniques and algorithms for
similar problems across domains
Problems

Domain

Anomaly Detection

Prediction

Alignment

Traffic

Cleaning up gaps and
inconsistencies in lane
detector data

Determining upcoming traffic
speed using flow volume and
percentage occupancy

Relating traffic events in reports
to traffic video segments
containing those events

Healthcare

Detecting outliers for
discovery of fraudulent
claims

Predicting patients’ next-day
care needs
from electronic patient
records

Correlating patient data for
patients across
multiple medical databases

Finance

Detecting potential change
in direction and
momentum of market

Identifying potential stock
market events from
sentiments in social media

Aligning past news reports with
previous stock market events

Sports

Detection of anomalies in
athletic performance data
(e.g., injuries, doping)

Predicting successful athletic
strategies (i.e., when to pull
out and/or substitute a player
in a team sport)

Identifying athletes across
multiple performances (i.e.,
games or competitions)
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Cross-Domain Data Science Problems
Cleaning

Alignment

Regression

Anomaly
Detection

Density
Estimation

Detection

Identification

Fusion

Structured
Prediction

Knowledge
Base
Construction

Joint
Inference

Prediction
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Series of tasks on which data scientists in
different fields may test their approaches
 Series of tasks spanning multiple fields – HARD!
 Tasks must be technically challenging, beyond state of
the art
 Diverse solutions through broad international

community particpation
 Solutions often in broader categories of problems.
 Tasks need to be combined and evaluated in
workflow.
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Cross-domain generalizability of
methods and metrics
Problems

Methods

Metrics

Anomaly Detection

Accuracy, precision, recall, F1Statistical deviation detection,
Score, ROC or DET area,
Cluster-based outlier detection,
decision cost function, and
Timeseries outlier detection
average precision

Prediction

Multiple regression, Random
forests of regression trees

Mean absolute error, Mean
squared error, Root mean
squared error, R2 (a
correlation metric).

Alignment

Substring matching, hidden
markov models

Same metrics as for anomaly
detection.
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Challenges to Cross-domain
generalizability of methods and metrics
 Algorithm strengths vary widely based on metric.
 Metrics may rank systems differently based on the
data set used

 Methods sometimes require specific properties that
match properties of a given dataset
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Ground Truth considerations common
to different areas of data science, e.g.,
lack of ground truth
Answer (or Truth)
Ground Truth

~

to the question a system or
algorithm was designed to answer.

Ground Truth can be

Example

Partial

Rare species in plant dataset

Unreliable

Turking for annotating video data

Completely missing

Bitcoin wallet ownership
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Handling of data uncertainty (gaps and
inconsistencies).
• Uncertainty is:
• Omnipresent
• Arises from measurement error and noise
• Often ignored
• Important for pipelines and human interaction
• Challenges include how uncertainty should be:
Cross-field analysis supports
• Represented
• Communicated handling of uncertainty across
domains, e.g., image segmentation
• Measured
and entity resolution.
• Calibrated
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Framework for sharing cross-discipline
solutions: Data Science Research Program
(DSRP)
 Goal: Improve the measurement of the generalized

algorithms and data processing techniques:
• Drive performance
• Measure state of the art
• Study generalizability of algorithms
• Improve quality of data science and data analysis
 Discipline-external “fanning out” of solutions.
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Synergies yielding diverse
solutions within a given field.
• Adoption of diverse solutions within a given field based on

lessons learned from researchers in other disciplines.
Example: coreference resolution in information extraction
• Important enablers of diversity and cross-field synergies include
global accessibility of resources and infrastructure, and easy
deployment of computational and storage needs
• NIST data science cluster facilitates deployment of
compute/data-intensive problems, benchmarking to collect
metrics on system submissions, reproducibility of given
problems on different architectures
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Multi-Discipline Evaluation
 NIST aims to use the DSRP to bring researchers together from

multiple disciplines to participate in a new Data Science
Evaluation Series.
 Evaluations and Symposia provide a way to encourage
multidisciplinary collaboration across different research
communities.
 Examples:
 NIST Data Science Symposium (Mar’14)
 NIST Data Science Evaluation Series Pre-pilot Workshop (Mar’16)
 NIST Data Science Evaluation Series Pilot Workshop (Spring ‘17)
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Case Study: Traffic Detection and
Prediction as a Track Archetype
 The initial tasks designed for the Traffic Detection and Prediction Pilot

Evaluation (fall, 2016):
 Cleaning. Detecting and correcting errors in traffic lane detector data
flow values.
 Alignment. Matching traffic events with traffic video segments
containing those events.
 Prediction. Inferring the number and types of traffic incidents in an
upcoming time interval based on historical data.
 Traffic prediction is a generalizable example to serve as a track archetype
 Tracks established in other domains are expected to have similar
challenges and problems
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Application of Lessons Learned from Traffic
Detection and Prediction
 Within-domain parameterizability applied to
accommodate other domains
 Data uncertainty (noise, error) handled through

anomaly detection, cleaning
 In-house running and evaluation of algorithms for
upcoming pilot
 Cross-field cooperation
 New data science tracks
 Algorithm sharing
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Conclusions
 Our position:
 Enriched Evaluation-Driven Research spans multiple fields
 Challenges associated with cross-field generalizations need

to be examined to adapt work in different fields.
 Solutions in one field may be applied successfully in another
data-science field
 Techniques for uncertainty and ground-truth developed in
one domain may be applied to another domain
 Cross-domain synergies support unified effort in data science
 Development of DSRP and DSE is ongoing
 Feedback is welcome! Contact: datascience@nist.gov
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